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Abstract 

Forward bias recombination (current transport) mechanisms have been evaluated for thin film 

solar cells and correlated to the in-gap trap levels present. Here CdTe/CdS devices were 

chosen as an archetypal example of a modern thin film solar cell, and a set of devices with a 

range of design variables was used in order to reveal the full range of behaviours that may 

operate to limit current transport. Experimental current – voltage - temperature datasets were 

compared to mathematical models of transport, and the in-gap traps were evaluated by 

thermal admittance spectroscopy. The current transport mechanisms operating are presented 

on a temperature – voltage diagram. Three regimes were identified: at ‘intermediate’ 

voltages, the behaviour was temperature dependent. From 300K down to 240K, thermally 

activated Shockley Read Hall recombination mediated by a 0.38 eV trap (VCd) dominated the 

transport. Between 200 and 240K the transport was thermally activated but below 200K the 

mechanism became dominated by tunnel assisted interface recombination. At ‘low’ voltages 

(and for all devices at all voltages when measured at T < 200K) band to band recombination 

is via multi-step tunnelling through in-gap states. At high voltage, the forward current is 

dominated by the well-known limiting effect of the back Schottky contact to the CdTe which 

is in reverse bias. 

  

1. Introduction 

 

For all but a minority of semiconductor p-n junction materials systems, the current flowing in 

the forward direction is limited to below that expected for an ideal diode (equation (1)) by 

recombination processes that are energetically preferred to the direct, unimpeded 

recombination of electrons and holes across the semiconductor band gap. This is indeed the 
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case for the polycrystalline heterojunctions made from low purity semiconductors that are the 

subject of this paper. For such junctions, a wide variety of alternative recombination 

pathways may be available, and the mechanisms operating may change with temperature and 

with the bias voltage applied. Although it is written to describe an ideal diode, equation (1) 

contains terms that may represent non-ideal behaviour:  Firstly, the diode factor, n, accounts 

for deviation from ideality caused by Shockley Read Hall (SRH) recombination through 

states in the gap (and for which 1 < n  < 2 depending on the position of those states). 

Secondly, the behaviour of the reverse bias saturation current J0 may differ from that 

expected for its ideal thermally activated leakage - if other processes compete with simple 

thermal excitation over the band gap. 

 

                                  𝐽 = 𝐽 exp − 1                                          (1) 

 

Generally, a wide range of physical recombination pathways may operate for any given 

diode and may dominate in various temperature and voltage regimes. For the cases where the 

J-V:T behaviour of these has been described by a mathematical model, fitting of the 

experimental data to the models allows the physical mechanism of current recombination (i.e. 

transport over the p-n junction) to be evaluated. 

Current transport limiting effects in thin film solar cells include both bulk and interface 

phenomena. In the case of CdTe for example, the forward bias current at relatively high 

voltages may be limited by an electrical barrier to hole flow between the p-CdTe and the 

metallic dark side or ‘back’ contact. The highly mismatched CdTe/CdS hetero-interface may 

also play a part, with the recombination rate perhaps being limited by the interface 

recombination velocity, or the supply of carriers to it, or else itself be influenced by tunnelling. 

Trap-mediated Shockley Read Hall recombination may operate in the bulk and may be 

augmented by a contribution from in-band tunnelling. Finally, as an alternative to direct 

recombination over the gap, or to SRH recombination, the band to band recombination pathway 

may be entirely negotiated by multi-step tunnelling. Further details of these mechanisms - and 

of the functional forms of their behaviours that may be used to identify them in practice follow 

below. 

The materials and diodes considered here were solar cells comprising CdTe/CdS. This is 

an archetypal thin film polycrystalline solar cell, for which the CdTe is p-type and comprises 

the absorber, and the CdS is n-type, and acts as a window layer. In order to expose the full 
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range of physical current transport effects operating, a matrix of devices was fabricated having 

CdS thicknesses in the range 60 – 240 nm and CdCl2 processing times (heat treatment) for 

between 10 and 40 minutes. Both of these variables are known to introduce changes to the 

materials that could affect the behaviour of the solar cells and their current transport 

mechanisms. For example, the heat-treatment with CdCl2 is known to be essential in order to 

obtain working devices, and it is known to be associated with a change in transport mechanism 

from multi-step tunnelling to thermally activated nature [1]. Moreover, such heat treatment is 

known to promote inter diffusion between the CdS and the CdTe which could affect the 

viability of interface recombination [2]. Since absorption in the CdS window layer does not 

contribute to the photocurrent, its thickness also has a profound effect on solar cell 

performance. Finally, the window layer type has been shown to influence the deep levels 

present in the absorber, with CdS, ZnS and ZnSe all giving different behaviours [3]. As its 

thickness is understood to also influence the electrical junction [4], this confirmed the selection 

of the CdS thickness as an experimental variable in the present work.  

In this work we compare experimental current-voltage behaviours with a variety of 

physical current transport models in order to identify both the mechanisms operating and the 

regimes of voltage and temperature over which they apply. In addition, we use a spectroscopic 

method – thermal admittance spectroscopy (TAS) – in order to identify the deep and shallow 

levels present in the materials that may determine the mechanisms of current transport that 

operate. 

Overall, we demonstrated ‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ voltage regimes for current 

transport in forward bias in the dark. At ‘high’ voltages, V > Voc, the current is limited by the 

dark side ‘back contact’ hole barrier, as usual. In the ‘intermediate’ regime, 0.3 < V(V) < 0.6 

the behaviour is temperature dependent: at normal solar cell operating temperatures, it is bulk 

SRH limited, while below 240K a thermal contribution persists, but transport is now by 

tunnelling assisted interface recombination at the CdS/CdTe interface. For ‘low’ voltages, 0 < 

V (V) < 0.1-0.3, and in any case for all curves at all voltages when measured below 200K, the 

current transport is dominated by multi-step tunnelling for all samples. 

 

2. Current limiting mechanisms invoked in this work. 

 

The following is a description of the forward current limiting recombination mechanisms 

(‘current transport mechanisms’) that are invoked here in the interpretation of the experimental 

results of J – V:T and thermal admittance spectroscopy in this work. As a starting point for the 
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evaluation of J – V:T data sets, equation (1) is approximated for forward bias conditions (i.e.  

exp[qV/nkT] >> 1), and the term J02 is expressed as a thermally activated quantity with 

activation energy EA, i.e. 𝐽 =  𝐽 exp , giving equation (2) for the recombination current: 

                                      𝐽 = 𝐽  exp exp                                                   (2) 

Since a single value of J0 may be extracted from each J – V curve, a log plot allows the 

temperature range over which any thermally activated behaviour is present to be identified, and 

the thermal activation energy EA to be estimated. Both SRH and interface recombination 

mechanisms are usually thermally activated and would be expected to be represented by such 

an activation energy. 

 

a) Hole barriers at the contacts to p-CdTe (‘roll over’) 

 

Since CdTe has a very high electron affinity (4.5 eV), and it is p-type, the resulting value of 

the electron affinity plus the band gap (5.95 eV) must be exceeded by the work function of the 

contact metal in order to achieve an Ohmic contact [5,6]. No metal has a work function higher 

than this and so all contacts to p-CdTe have a built-in barrier to majority carrier flow, i.e. a 

hole barrier. This barrier depresses the forward bias current, and causes ‘roll over’ of the J – V 

curve shape at high forward bias [7]. Nevertheless, if the barrier height is less than about 0.5 

eV it does not affect the J – V curve shape below Voc, and hence is of no consequence for solar 

cell operation. We observed this behaviour in all cells studied here, but since it is already well 

known it is not a main theme of this work.  

 

b) Shockley Read Hall (SRH) recombination in the bulk of the depletion region 

 

i) thermally activated SRH recombination 

Thermally activated SRH recombination is one of the best-known recombination/current 

transport mechanisms, in which electrons and holes recombine via in-gap states located in the 

space charge region (SCR) [8]. For the case of uniformly distributed traps, SRH recombination 

may be identified from experimental J – V: T datasets by plotting ln(J0 T-2.5) vs 1/T which yields 

an activation energy of EA = Eg/n, where n is the diode factor [9]. For an example using CuInSe2 

thin film solar cells, see [10].  

Recombination through interface states (rather than distributed in the SCR), is 

described by an extension of the SHR formalism. In general, if EA < Eg/n, nEA = Vbi and the 
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value of J0 is higher than expected, then these are indicators that interface recombination is 

highly likely [11]. 

For the SRH theory n takes the values 1 < n < 2, with an ideal diode having n = 1, and 

mid-gap traps giving n = 2. However, for the case of thin film solar cell materials, values of n 

> 2 are reported for SRH recombination, although the value of n no longer carriers the same 

physical meaning in such cases. 

Rau [12] examined the case of SRH recombination mediated by band tails rather than 

discrete in-gap traps. (This is an appropriate model for CIGS and other multernary alloys for 

which alloy disorder gives band tails). The energy distribution of traps in the tails was described 

by an exponential density, dN()  exp(- /kT*)d,  where  = (ET – EV), the energy difference 

from the band edge, and the width of the distribution in the band tail being described by the 

energy kT*. For this case the analysis in [11] yields a current-voltage relation that is described 

by equation (3) – in which Eg is the band gap. This applies to the ‘intermediate’ voltage regime 

described in the results section of the present work. 

                                             𝐽 = 𝐽  exp exp                 (3) 

Furthermore, Rau [12] demonstrated that the diode factor for this case has the temperature 

dependence in equation 4, and for which T* is related to the band tail width as above.  

                                                         
 

=  1 + 
∗

                          (4) 

The functional form of equation (3) is similar to that for other current transport models 

and so replotting the experimental data using this equation may be insufficient to identify the 

exact mechanism operating. Hence evaluation of the temperature dependence of n may also be 

valuable – for example using equation (4) above or equation (5) below. 

 

ii) SRH with band tails and a contribution from tunnelling 

Rau [12] went on to evaluate the case of SRH recombination via states contained in the same 

type of band tails as above, but with a contribution from tunnelling. Here the recombination 

centres are accessed from the bands either partly or wholly by tunnelling. The current-voltage 

relation could be described by an equation like equation 3 – and plots of n lnJ0 vs Eg/kT should 

be linear for this mechanism also. However, the diode factor variation with temperature given 

with equation (5), now contains two terms: E00 - this being energy related to the tunnelling 

step; and T* as before. In equation (5), where T*  , the expression describes pure tunnelling, 

while when E00 = 0, it is for the purely thermally activated SRH process as above.  
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=  1 −
(k )

+ 
∗

                                                           (5) 

 

In this work we found evidence that SRH mechanisms dominate the current transport 

at room temperature and at ‘intermediate’ voltages. 

 

c) Interface dominated recombination 

 

When interface recombination dominates, the product of the diode factor and the thermal 

activation energy for the reverse bias saturation current, J0 is expected to equal the diffusion 

(built in) potential i.e. nEA = Vbi, [6]. Further to this, the rate determining step may be either 

the interface recombination rate itself or the supply rate of holes to the interface [10]. For 

interface limited recombination, lnJ0 vs 1/T is expected to be linear, while for supply limited 

recombination ln(J0T2) vs 1/T is expected to be linear. In both cases Yoo [10] gives a 

refinement to the activation energy EA = VD - p, where VD is the diffusion potential (built-in 

potential, Vbi above), and p is the energy difference between the valence band edge and the 

Fermi level. 

For the case where tunnelling influences the arrival of carriers at the interface, Nadenau 

[13] evaluated the J – V relation as equation (5), and the variation of the diode factor with 

temperature as equation (7) 

                                                          𝐽 =  𝐽 exp
k

exp
q

k
      (6) 

where 
𝜑

𝛼 is the flat band barrier height and where  is a function of the dielectric constants 

and depletion widths on both sides of the junction: 

                                𝛼 =         (7) 

                                           𝑛 =   coth       (8) 

In this work we found that interface-dominated recombination controls the forward bias 

current flow for all samples in the ‘intermediate’ forward bias voltage region at temperatures 

below 240K. However, below ~200K a different mechanism operates – multi-step tunnelling. 

 

d) Multi-step tunnelling from band to band 
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In this case carriers recombine from band to band by progressing through a series of R 

tunnelling steps, each associated with an energy difference Et as in equation (9) [14] in which 

Vd is the diffusion voltage and  is a constant: 

                                                  𝐽 =  𝛽𝑁 exp
( )

      (9) 

For this mechanism, n varies strongly with T and q/nkT is a constant. 

We observed multistep tunnelling in all our samples at T < 200K at all voltages, and for 

all samples in the ‘low’ voltage range at all temperatures. 

 

3. Thermal admittance spectroscopy methodology 

 

Here we used the thermal admittance spectroscopy method to evaluate the energies and 

densities of traps in the solar cell devices – the method is now summarised: 

Electronically active trapping levels locating in the depletion region of a typical n+p 

junction contribute to its admittance at lower frequencies and/or higher temperatures. In the 

presence of an ideal discrete majority trap level with density 𝑁 , the junction capacitance can 

be expressed as [15], 

                                         𝐶(𝜔) = 𝐶 +
∗

                                                   (10) 

where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓, 𝐶 =   is the geometric capacitance, 𝐶  is the low frequency 

capacitance which depends on 𝑁  and acceptor concentration, 𝑁  and 𝜏∗ = 1/𝜔  is the time 

constant of a trap level. The inflection frequency 𝜔  of the transition can be related to the 

emission rate 𝑒  of the dominating trapping level in the case of small trap concentration, 𝑁  

<< 𝑁  as [16,17],   

       𝜔 = 2𝑒 (𝑇);  𝜔 (𝑇) = 2𝑁 𝑣 𝜎 exp − = 2 𝑇 exp −
k

               (11) 

where p is the capture cross-section for holes, 𝑣  is the thermal velocity, NV is the effective 

density of states in the valence band and ET is the activation energy of the defect with respect 

to the corresponding band edge. All the temperature independent parameters are included in 

the emission factor  . The values of 𝜔  at different temperatures were estimated from maxima 

in the derivative −𝑓𝑑𝐶/df vs 𝑓 variation [18]. An Arrhenius plot may be used to estimate the 

values of activation energy of the dominating trapping level, ET and the corresponding  0  from 

the slope of the observed linearly varying and the intercept on y-axis, respectively. Since 
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occupation of the trap level follows the applied ac signal, the distribution of defect density in 

energy 𝑁 (𝐸) can also be estimated [18] as, 

                                        𝑁 (𝐸 ) = 𝑐(𝐸 )
( )

                                                      (12) 

where 𝐶(𝐸 ) denotes the contribution of defects which depends on their energetic depth and 

on the band diagram of the pn junction. The frequency axis is converted into energy axis by 

using 𝐸  = k𝑇𝑙𝑛


 to yield NT(EA) vs EA spectra. 

 

4. Experimental 

 

Solar cells having the structure Au/CdTe/CdS/ZnO/FTO/glass were prepared as described 

below, with the FTO/glass being commercial NSG Ltd ‘TEC 10’ SnO2:F coated glass. The 

ZnO (100 nm) was deposited by reactive RF sputtering from a Zn target in the presence of 

oxygen. CdS window layers having thicknesses of 60, 120 or 240 nm were then deposited by 

RF sputtering from a CdS target in Ar and at a power of 60 W with the substrate temperature 

being 200°C. All sputtering was conducted in an AJA International Inc. system. The CdTe 

absorbers were deposited by close space sublimation in a system manufactured by Electro-

Gas Systems Ltd, UK with the source being held at 615°C and the substrate at 520°C. To 

enhance the in-diffusion of CdCl2, the as-grown samples were first etched in a nitric-

phosphoric acid mixture for 15 s to create a Te-rich surface prior to chloride treatment [19]. 

The CdTe surfaces were then coated with CdCl2 before annealing in air for 10, 20 or 40 mins 

at 430C. The device structures were completed by the evaporation of arrays of nine Au 0.25 

cm2 back contacts to the CdTe.  

A total of nine solar cell structure types were made as described above, and these will 

be referred to by sample numbers that include the CdS thickness (60, 120, 240 nm) and the 

processing time (10, 20, 40 mins). For example, ‘Cell 120/40’ contains 120 nm of CdS and 

was CdCl2 treated for 40 mins. 

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements were made using a Bentham 

PVE300 system at room temperature. The temperature dependent dark current density – 

voltage (J – V:T) and dark admittance spectroscopy (C – f:T) measurements were conducted 

using a computer controlled Keithley source meter and a Solatron 1260 frequency response 

analyser – with a Janis closed cycle cryostat in the temperature range 70 > T (K) > 330. 
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5. Results and discussion 

 

5.1 External quantum efficiency and interdiffusion 

 

The external quantum efficiency curves of all cell types are shown in figure S1 are shown in 

the supplementary information, Since the PV results are not the main theme of the current 

work they will be described very briefly: 

Generally, the use of increasingly thick CdS caused the current harvested to be 

decreased due to the parasitic absorption in the CdS that does not contribute to photocurrent. 

This is clearly shown in the EQE spectra, which are increasingly depressed in the CdS 

absorption region as the thickness of CdS is increased – a well-known result. The chloride 

treatment also gave the expected result of having an optimum duration for maximum 

performance, this being for 20 minutes treatment in all cases. Since the CdS/CdTe couple is 

known to inter-diffuse both ways, the EQE data was replotted (not shown – see 

Supplementary Information and refs [20 - 22] for the method) to estimate the band gaps and 

hence compositions of the inter-diffused regions. These were interpreted as compositions 

using the Vegard relations Eg(x) = 1.74x2 – 1.01x + 1.51 eV [20] and Eg (y) = 2.4y + 1.51(1 – 

y) – 1.8(1 – y) eV [23] for CdTe1-xSx and CdSyTe1-y solid solutions respectively. However, the 

results (0.040 – 0.058 for the S fraction in CdTe and 0.012 – 0.025 for the Te fraction in CdS) 

given in table S1 do not indicate any systematic dependence on either the thickness of CdS or 

the annealing time, (i.e. the amount of material available to diffuse or the driver for 

diffusion). 

 

5.2 Current transport in the dark  

 

As a starting point for the analysis, log plots of all the temperature dependent J - V data were 

prepared, with the example for Cell 120/20 being shown in figure 1, this being typical. The 

behaviour of the curves may be divided into three distinct regions identified as follows: A 

‘high’ voltage region with V > ~ 0.6V; an ‘intermediate’ region – for V < ~ 0.6 V, but lying to 

the right of the line connecting V = 0.4V to J  10-8 mA.cm-2 and a ‘low’ voltage region which 

contains all data to the left of the line connecting V = 0.4V to J  10-8 mA.cm-2, along with all 

data below 200K. 
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5.2.1 ‘High’ voltage region 

 

The ‘high’ voltage behaviour may be dealt with trivially – the forward bias current limitation 

seen here is caused by the back-contact barrier to the CdTe, and well-known as ‘roll over’. 

When the temperature exceeds room temperature, this barrier may be overcome thermally, and 

it no longer limits the current [24].  

 

5.2.2 ‘Intermediate’ voltage region 

 

This region is more complex and shows temperature dependent changes. We used both 

activation energy plots of the reverse bias saturation current and plots of n2 vs temperature in 

order to evaluate the current transport in this region, as shown in figures 2 – 5 for the highest 

performing cell for each of the three thicknesses of CdS tested. For each device, both the 

Arrhenius and plots of ln(J0 T-2.5) vs 1/T were linear from room temperature down to about 180 

- 200K (implying SRH recombination), whereas the n(T) graphs showed a distinct discontinuity 

at around 240K. The activation energies for the thermal processes and the functional forms of 

the n(T) behaviour are now compared with the models and tests from section 2 in order to 

deduce the current transport mechanisms. 

Table 1 shows the activation energies extracted from both the Arrhenius plots in figures 

2 - 4 and the plots of ln(J0 T-2.5) vs 1/T (not shown) for each device in the range 200 – 300K 

Those from ln(J0 T-2.5) fall in the range 0.44 – 0.64 eV and would be expected to give EA = Eg/n 

if the model applies. Here, n takes values of up to 2 (figures 2 – 5) and so the minimum values 

expected from the model should be Eg/2, which is 0.725 eV for CdTe. Since actual activation 

energies measured fall very short of this value, they do not unambiguously support bulk SRH 

recombination through discrete levels. Often in the literature, failure of this model of bulk 

recombination is taken to imply that there is interface recombination. For the alternative case 

of interface recombination, the product nEA = Vbi, the built-in voltage [11], which for CdTe is 

1.18 eV. Comparison with the experimental values in table 1, shows that most are rather lower 

than expected for this model, with only two of the values (for Cell 120/20 - 1.102 eV, and Cell 

240/10 -1.13 eV) being comparable that expected.  

Despite giving clear evidence of some kind of thermally activated recombination 

process, the comparison of the thermal activation energies for curves above 200K does not on 

its own give any clear indication of whether bulk (SRH) or interface recombination is 
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operating, even though those are the most likely thermally activated processes. Hence further 

evidence is sought from the behaviour of the diode ideality factors and their temperature 

dependencies.  

Above 240K the experimental values of n are independent of T, or else show only weak 

temperature dependence. Equation (4) is for the most likely model to fit of those presented in 

section 2, and fits were attempted for all curves as shown in figures 2(b), 3(b) and 4(b). Of 

these, most did not give a good fit to equation (4), and it was a better approximation to assume 

that n is independent of T. However, there were two exceptions, for Cells 60/10 and 60/40: for 

these a good fit was obtained using characteristic energies kT* of 74 and 87 meV respectively 

– these being the energies that define the widths of the exponential band tails through which 

SRH recombination takes place in Rau’s model [12]. This fit is spurious, as discussed in 

Section 3.3 with reference to the trap energies measured for these cells. 

In the temperature range 200 < T < 240K, the experimental diode factors for all the cells 

vary very strongly with T, increasing smoothly with decreasing temperature. Fitting to equation 

(8), for the case of tunnelling enhanced interface-dominated recombination [13], was 

successful for all curves, and the fitting parameters E00, extracted are shown in table 1. This fit 

indicates that the tunnelling enhanced interface recombination mechanism is likely to be 

dominant in the range 200 – 240K in the intermediate voltage region. However, since the 

activation energy plots gave straight lines that persist down to 200K, this is evidence to the 

continued thermal contribution to the tunnelling enhanced interface recombination. 

 

5.2.3 ‘Low’ voltage region. 

 

 At low voltages and in any case for T < 200K, the log J – V curves show different behaviour:  

n is temperature dependent but diverges from the fits tested above and shown with lines on 

figures 2 – 5. Also, q/nkT is a constant. These are characteristics of multi-step tunnelling which 

has been reported before for CdTe/CdS solar cells [25].  
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Figure 1. Log plot of dark forward bias J – V:T data for CdS/CdTe Cell120/20, the highest 

efficiency device from the study. The curves show behaviour that is typical for most of the 

devices studied: there is ‘roll over’ contact limitation to the current at the relatively ‘high’ 

voltages. Curves in the ‘intermediate’ voltage range show complex temperature dependent 

behaviour discussed in the text. At ‘low’ voltages, and for all data recorded below 200K, there 

is a separate current transport regime. 
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Figure 2. Plots of (a) log J02 vs. 1/T and (b) n2 vs. T for CdTe/CdS solar cells having 60 nm of 

CdS and processed for 10, 20 and 40 minutes. J0 shows thermally activated behaviour down 

to 180 – 200K. In (b) fit lines are shown below 240K for n(T) for the case of tunnelling 

assisted interface recombination. Above 240K, n(T) for two of the devices could be fitted 

using the model for SRH recombination through a continuous distribution of band-tail states 
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– even though in practice this sample has discrete shallow, rather than distributed in-gap 

states. See section 3.3 for discussion. 
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Figure 3. Plots of (a) log J02 vs. 1/T and (b) n2 vs. T for CdTe/CdS solar cells having 120 nm 

of CdS and processed for 10, 20 and 40 minutes. As for the other devices, thermally activated 

processes dominate the reverse bias saturation current behaviour down to ~200K. Fits to n(T) 

for tunnelling assisted interface recombination are good for 200 < T < 240K. 
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Figure 4. Plots of (a) log J02 vs. 1/T and (b) n2 vs. T for CdTe/CdS solar cells having 120 nm 

of CdS and processed for 10, 20 and 40 minutes. Again, thermally activated processes dominate 

the reverse bias saturation current behaviour down to ~200K and fits to n(T) for tunnelling 

assisted interface recombination are good for 200 < T < 240K. 
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Table 1. Parameters extracted from the J – V:T and thermal admittance data for all CdTe/CdS 

solar cells in the study. Activation energies for J0 are given for both Arrhenius and ln(J0 T-2.5) 

vs 1/T plots. Parameters extracted from fitting n(T) in the two main temperature ranges are 

listed. The trap energies and densities are from thermal admittance spectroscopy. The data is 

discussed in the text. 

 

Sample 

number 

CdS 

thickness 

(nm)/ 

processing 

time (mins) 

J0(T)  

T > 180-200K 

 n(T) 

200<T< 240K  

n(T) 

T > 240 K 

Trap energies and 

densities 

nEA (eV) 

Arrhenius 

plot  

EA (eV) 

SRH 

single 

trap 

model[9] 

E00 (meV) for 

from interface 

recombination 

model  

 

kT* (meV) 

from band tail 

SRH 

recombination 

model [11] 

Et (eV) Nt  

(cm-3) 

Cell 60/10 0.94 0.63 26 74 0.08  1.0x1015 

Cell 60/20 0.99 0.63 41 no fit 0.38 3.5x1014 

Cell 60/40 0.97 0.48 32 87 0.09  1.0x1015 

Cell 

120/10 

1.023 0.64 32 no fit  > 0.02 

0.15  

0.38 

1.0x1015 

7.0x1014 

6.0x1014 

Cell 

120/20 

1.02 0.64 30 no fit 0.38 6.5x1014 

Cell 

120/40 

1.003 0.62 28 no fit 0.38  4.1x1014 

Cell 

240/10 

1.13 0.62 35 no fit 0.38 4.7x1014 

Cell 

240/20 

0.75 0.44 31 no fit 0.38 

> 0.02  

3.5x1014 

1.6x1015 

Cell 

240/40 

0.88 0.55 35 no fit 0.38 4.2x1014 
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5.3 Analysis of C-f characteristics  

 

A summary of the thermal admittance spectroscopy method used was presented in 

section 2. Figure 5 shows the frequency dependence of junction capacitance between 70 and 

320K for the highest efficiency device Cell120/20, its features being typical of all those 

measured. The capacitance decreases as the frequency increases and increases with temperature 

representing the thermal activation onset of individual processes having emission rates limiting 

the capacitance of the solar cell. The values of 0 (equation 10) at different temperatures were 

estimated from maxima in the derivative -fdC/df vs f curve as shown in the inset of figure 5 

[18]. Figure 6 illustrates the Arrhenius plot used to estimate the values of activation energy of 

the dominating trapping level, 𝐸  and the corresponding 0 values. The density of trapping 

states, NT(EA) vs EA, is shown in the inset of figure 6. The activation energies and densities of 

trap states extracted this way are summarized in table 1 for all samples. 
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Figure 5. The temperature dependent  C – f characteristics for Cell 120/20. The inset 

shows the differential spectra at temperatures between 70 and 310 K.  

 

The traps identified were as follows: 

i) 0.38 eV having a density of 3.5 – 6.5 x 1014 eV-1cm-3. This appears in all but two of 

the samples and is evident in the temperature range 190 < T (K) < 290. Traps of this energy 

are often attributed to VCd [26]. 
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ii) 0.15 eV having a density of 7 x 1014 eV-1cm-3, and appearing in the temperature 

range 270 < T (K) <  310, this trap appears in two samples, Cells 60/40 and 120/10. 

iii) 0.08 – 0.09 eV having a density of 1015 eV-1cm-3, this trap appears at 220 < T (K) 

< 280 in two samples, Cells 60/10 and 60/40. These are the only samples that gave a good fit 

to the n(T) relation for SRH recombination through band tails (equation (4)), but the model is 

physically inappropriate (see below). 

iv) ET < 0.02 eV, having densities in the range 3.5 x 1014 - 1.5 x 1015 eV-1cm-3, this 

shallow trap appears in the temperature range 80 < T (K) <  200. 

Of these, the trap at 0.38 eV (the most pervasive in the cells here) is a well-known defect. 

The temperature range over which it is observed (190 < T (K) < 290) is consistent with the 

range of thermally activated recombination behaviour seen in the Arrhenius plots (figures 2 -

4) and the plots of ln(J0T-2.5) vs 1/T. It is therefore likely that this (relatively deep) trap is 

implicated in the thermally activated recombination process, and that the recombination 

mechanism in this range is Shockley Read Hall through this defect. 

As noted in (i) above, those two samples having discrete defect levels at 0.08 – 0.09 eV 

and identified in the spectroscopy in this paper are the same two that give a good fit to the 

n(T) relation for SRH recombination through states distributed in band tails, equation (4)[11]. 

Moreover, the characteristic energies that describe the exponential the tail breadth, kT*, 

obtained from the fits (in figure 2(b)) are 0.074 and 0.087 eV. While at first sight these are 

comparable to the trap energies, this is a coincidence: While the spectroscopy has identified 

discrete levels, Rau’s model is for SRH recombination through band tails i.e. a continuous 

distribution of levels. Since the measured discrete level peak lies under the near band edge 

part of the exponential band tail for the fit, this has allowed the fit to be made for a physically 

different situation from the one that it was intended for. Moreover, while the material for 

which the model was devised, CIGS, can have alloy disorder and hence band tails, CdTe, as a 

binary material does not suffer from band tailing from alloy disorder. 
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Figure 6 Arrhenius plot of the frequency response data for the most commonly observed in-

gap defect state seen in this study, at 0.38 eV. The inset shows the distribution for the 

corresponding density of trap states. This data is for the most efficient device from the trial, 

Cell 120/20, having 120 nm of CdS and processed with CdCl2 for 20 mins. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Regimes of forward bias current transport mechanisms (recombination currents) in 

CdTe/CdS solar cells have been evaluated by comparing models with experimental J – V:T 

data and further informed by determining the in-gap defects present using thermal admittance 

spectroscopy. A range of n-CdS window layer thicknesses and CdCl2 processing times were 

used to expose all of the important transport mechanisms that may be influenced by these 

variables. Figure 7 summarises the main findings.  

Three regimes of forward bias behaviour were identified. At ‘low’ voltages, and also 

below 200K for other voltages up to ~Voc, multi-step tunnelling from band to band dominates 

the flow of current through the junction. In the ‘intermediate’ range, there is temperature-

dependent behaviour:  from room temperature down to 200K, recombination is thermally 

activated. Down to 240K the most likely mechanism is SRH recombination through a VCd 

defect at 0.38eV identified by thermal admittance spectroscopy in the same temperature 

range. Below 240K and above 200K, the thermal contribution persists, but now the 

recombination takes place at the CdS-CdTe interface and there is a contribution from 

tunnelling. (Fitting of the n(T) behaviour for samples having discrete shallow levels - using 
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the model appropriate for SRH through a distribution of states in band tails - can give an 

apparently good fit, despite it being an inappropriate physical model). 

A little above Voc, the forward current in the main junction is limited by the back-contact 

junction which is now in reverse bias, the so-called rollover effect seen in J – V curves for 

CdTe solar cells. Since the hole barrier responsible is low, typically < 0.5 eV, elevation to 

moderate temperatures overcomes this barrier allowing the device to assume thermally 

activated current characteristics again. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Summary of the current transport regimes identified in this work for CdTe/CdS 

solar cell devices on the T – V plane. Arrhenius plots of J0 show thermally activated 

behaviour down to 200K. Evaluation of the temperature dependence of n shows the onset of 

tunnelling enhanced interface recombination below 240K, and it dominates down to 200K 

when multi-step tunnelling from band to band takes over. Above Voc, the back-contact hole 

barrier limits the forward bias current until the temperature is sufficiently high for thermal 

excitation to overcome it.  
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Supplementary information. 

 

Table S1. Photovoltaic parameters of the CdTe/CdS solar cells studied in this work and having 

CdS thicknesses in the range 60 – 240 nm processed for 10 – 40 minutes. The values for the 

highest performing devices from groups of nine are shown. The inter diffusion fraction values 

x and y are derived from the EQE spectra for the cells shown in figure S1, with x being the S 

fraction in the CdTe and y the Te fraction in the CdS. Generally, the effect of increasing the 

CdS thickness was to decrease the Jsc, while that of the CdCl2 processing time was to give 

maximum performance for each cell group after 20 minute’s processing. 

  

 

Sample  

Number 

CdS 

thickness 

(nm) 

CdCl2 time 

(mins) 

   x 

S fraction 

in CdTe 

1- y 

Te fraction 

in CdS 

Cell 60/10 60 10 0.045 0.012 

Cell 60/20 60 20 0.040 0.012 

Cell 60/40 60 40 0.049 0.015 

Cell 120/10 120 10 0.047 0.017 

Cell 120/20 120 20 0.039 0.014 

Cell 120/40 120 40 0.047 0.018 

Cell 240/10 240 10 0.058 0.025 

Cell 240/20 240 20 0.048 0.014 

Cell 240/40 240 40 0.052 0.017 
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Figure S1. External quantum efficiency (EQE) -  characteristics for CdS/CdTe cells 

fabricated with 60, 120 and 240 nm of CdS and CdCl2 processing times of 10, 20 and 40 mins. 

The absorption edges for CdS and CdTe are shifted slightly by interdiffusion to form CdSyTe1-

y and CdTe1-x Sx intermixing layers at the CdS/CdTe junction interface. The band gap values 

for these compositions were estimated from [h (1-EQE)]2 - h and [h EQE)]2 - h 

characteristics, [20 - 22]. The 𝑥-axis intercepts of the linear parts of the plots were used to 

calculate the amount of intermixing from the Vegard relations  𝐸 (𝑥) = 1.74𝑥 − 1.01𝑥 +

1.51 eV [20] and 𝐸 (𝑦) = 2.4𝑦 + 1.51(1 −  𝑦) − 1.8𝑦(1 − 𝑦)  eV [23] for CdTe1-xSx and 

CdSyTe1-y solid solutions, respectively. Values of the fractions of S in CdTe and Te in CdS are 

given in table S1 – there was no detectable systematic variations in the level of interdiffusion 

with either the CdS thickness or the CdCl2 processing time. 


